Introduction
Sp storin atial databases have the ability of g and manipulating geospatial data. They are usually extensions of relational databases which contain special geometry objects with several mandatory attributes and methods defined in the Open Geospatial Consortium's (OGC) standard "Application objects", spatial indexing mechanism, operators and functions to make queries, joins and other spatial analysis operations.
Geospatial data means raster data (Earth photography's made either from satellite, either from plane) or vector data (points, lines, polygons which describe the location of the objects on the surface of the Earth and their outline).
Some spatial available database systems are: commercial software Oracle Spatial or IBM DB2 Spatial Extender, the open source spatial databases such as: PostgreSQL/PostGIS, Spatial Box, Ingress Geospatial, H2 Spatial, Spatial Lite, MySQL Spatial. Spatial databases store the geospatial data by providing either a proprietary object such as Oracle's object SDO_GEOMETRY, either assuring the support for the standard storage format well-known binary (WKB). Paper [1] describes a detailed comparative study between Oracle Spatial and PostgreSQL/PostGIS.
Store the geospatial data is not enough; one must retrieve the data also, and fast. That is why the spatially-enabled databases also have defined a special type of indexes, named RTree indexes, which we have noticed to be available in most of the spatial databases which we have analyzed, both commercial and open source.
Spatial operations such as spatial queries, create, update, insert, and delete operations, conversions, and operations on the map or analysis on grid cells are very well documented in paper [2] .
We will further describe the steps we have followed in order to build a spatial database for our collaborators from the Romanian National History Museum (MNIR) to manage the archaeological sites and their assemblies.
System analyses -Entity-Relationship Model
We have started the analysis of the new database by finding out what kind of data is it needed to be maintained by the specialists about the archaeological sites and their assemblies, having as example an 1 old application which was used by them, written in Microsoft Access.
Like in any other archaeology-related information system, the data model includes the following data categories [3] After describing all the entities and their attributes, we have drawn the ER diagram (figure 1) with WebRatio tool, commercial software which supports the Web Modeling Language (WebML), whose purpose is the design of data intensive web sites. We have chosen this CASE tool because after building the database, a geoportal will be also designed.
Fig. 1. ER diagram
The diagram has to be read as follows: one archaeological site is composed from one or more assemblies, which are loaded in the database by the system's users; every site has some geographical coordinates registered; the geographical coordinates refer not only to archaeological sites, but also to waters or Romania's counties boundaries; the archaeological assemblies dates from a certain historical period and culture, they belong to a certain ensemble class and they are part of a certain research program.
The relationships between the entities are described in below table: 
Conceptual Schema
The conceptual schema of the database is designed starting from the previous modeled ER diagram. Each entity from the ER model is transformed into a database table, and for each relationship foreign keys (FK) are defined. The conceptual schema will be improved step by step, following the normalization technique, until a balance is reached between the maintenance requirements and system's exploitation performance [4] .
The corresponding database tables for the main entities which we have described in the previous section are detailed in below table. all the tables containing geometry columns, the spatial dimension (2, 3 or 4 dimensional) of the geometry columns, the ID of the spatial reference system used for the coordinate geometry, and the type of the spatial object (POINT, LINESTRING, POLYGON, MULTIPOINT, MULTILINESTRING, MULTIPOLYGON, GEOMETRYCOLLECTION).
The spatial reference systems which could be assigned to the geospatial data stored in PostGIS are defined in PostGIS table named "spatial_ref_sys". This technical table lists over 3000 known spatial reference systems (SRS) and details needed to transform/reproject between them. The geospatial data which will be filled by the users of currently described system might be in the following spatial reference systems: WGS84 whose corresponding PostGIS SRID is 4326 and STEREO70 whose SRID is 31700. One can find out the Well-Known Text (WKT) representation of a certain SRS by using the following select statement: The WKT representation of a spatial reference system offers a standard to describe, as a text, the information about the geospatial data projection system. The projection system must be specified in the geospatial data source (file or database), because it is very important especially when the data from different sources is used together. One can overlay on a map only layers in the same projection (or spatial reference system). The WGS84 (World Geodetic System of 1984) models the world as a spheroid. No ellipsoid/spheroid model perfectly the Earth, but corrections are made in order to get a better approximation for each territory. These special corrections of the initially spheroid are named datum [5] . In our country the Stereographic 70 (STEREO70) system was adopted.
External Schema
In order to draw maps in different spatial reference system, we have created several views (table 6) on the database table COORDINATES filtering the geospatial data by its type (point, line or polygon) and by the spatial reference system in which it was represented. These views are important when the map layers will be defined in the Web Mapping Service (WMS) software, because one layer can be associated with a "geometry" database column only if this column contains data about one single type of geospatial data, in one single SRS. We will detail in section 4 of this paper how the geospatial data stored in the database is rendered on a map by using WMS software.
Regarding the security policy, there were designed two user group roles with different rights in the database. The select action on the tables is granted to user role "guest" and insert/update/delete actions are granted to the user role "admin". Each time a user is created, one of the two group roles ("guest" or "admin") will be granted to the user, so that the access to the database is done in a rigorous way. Also for security reasons, each change on the 3 main tables (archaeological sites, assemblies and coordinates) will trigger an insert action into a history table, so that the "admin" role user will know when was it done an update on these tables, by which user and what data did he modified.
Internal Schema
In this step we have defined RTree indexes for each table which contains geometry columns. RTree approximates each geometry through a Minimum Bounding Rectangle (MBR). The Postgres query optimizer will consider using an RTree index whenever an indexed attribute is involved in a comparison using one of the following geometric operators: <<, &<, &>, >>, @, ~=, && which are explained in below table: The disk space can be estimated in three ways: using special SQL functions (table 8) , using VACUUM information, and from the command line using the tools in contrib/oid2name. The SQL functions are the easiest to use and report information about tables, tables with indexes and long value storage (TOAST), databases, and tablespaces. Using psql on a recently vacuumed or analyzed database, queries could be written to see the disk usage of any table [6] 
System developments
We have first created the database tables, as shown in figure 2.
Fig. 2. Database tables
In PostGIS, there is used following syntax in order to add a geospatial column: AddGeometryColumn(<table_name>, <column_name>, <srid>, <data_type>, <dimension number>)
For example, we have used the following statement in order to add "geom" column from "coordonate" The master data tables which store the geospatial data regarding the Romanian counties and waters were loaded from an ESRI shapefile, into the database, using the shp2pgsql tool according to the below schema. GiST stands for Generalized Search Tree. It is a balanced, tree-structured access method that acts as a base template in which to implement arbitrary indexing schemes. B-trees, R-trees and many other indexing schemes can be implemented in GiST [6] .
The views on "coordonate" PostGIS function ST_TRANSFORM uses the open source PROJ4 library in order to reproject the geospatial data from one spatial reference system to another. PROJ4 is a cartographic projections library used by many other GIS tools to reproject the geospatial data from one spatial reference system (SRS) to another. This function returns a new geometry with its coordinates transformed to spatial reference system referenced by the SRID integer parameter. The destination SRID must exist in the "spatial_ref_sys" table.
Some history tables of the main tables ("sit", "ansamble", and "coordonate") were created. These history tables will be filled with the old data from their corresponding tables when each maintenance action will happen. This automatically action is possible by developing some triggers.
The trigger will be associated with the specified table and will execute the specified function funcname when certain events occur. The trigger can be specified to fire either before the operation is attempted on a row (before constraints are checked and the INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE is attempted) or after the operation has completed (after constraints are checked and the INSERT, UPDATE, or DELETE has completed). If the trigger fires before the event, the trigger may skip the operation for the current row, or change the row being inserted (for INSERT and UPDATE operations only). If the trigger fires after the event, all changes, including the last insertion, update, or deletion, are "visible" to the trigger [6] .
For example, the trigger which was developed for "coordonate" In order to render the geospatial data about the archaeoloical sites on a map (figure 4), we have further configured the open source WMS GeoServer. The WMS has as output maps of spatially referenced data dynamically from geographic information. To make the interoperability possible between GeoServer and PostGIS, we have defined in GeoServer a connection to PostGIS database ("data store") by providing the database name, location, port; the layers of the map ("feature types") and the style in which the map will be drawn. In GeoServer, a feature type was created for each of the designed views containing the geospatial data. The style means how the layers will be drawn on the map: which colors and which symbols to use for our point or linestring or polygon data. To define a style, a XML based file named Style Layer Description (SLD) file must be developed. SLDs were developed for all the map layers, defining that the counties bounderies are drawn with black lines, the waters with blue lines and the archaeological sites with red dots (in case of POINT data) or red lines (in case of LINESTRING/POLYGON data). 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have shown that the spatial databases are modeled and designed like any other database, drawing the ER diagram, defining the conceptual, external and internal schemas, taking care though by one very important particularity: the "geometry" type column of some tables which store geospatial data as well. In order to use this kind of column further, when integrating the spatial database with a Web Mapping Server (WMS), the geospatial data has to be split by its type (point/linestring /polygon) and by its spatial reference system (SRS). Our proposal of creating different views for each type / SRS combination has proved to be an easy and efficient way for making possible the interoperability between PostGIS database and GeoServer WMS. Also, we have shown that the open source database PostGIS can successfully be used to develop a rigorous spatial database. 
